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Directions: In the following question, some part of the sentence may have errors.
Find out which part of the sentence has an error and select the appropriate option.
If a sentence is free from error, select ‘No Error’.
1. The reason Priya was late (a)/ to the meeting is because her (b)/ flight was
delayed (c)/ No error (d)
Answer - B
Solution - clause will be in past so replace “is” with “was”.
2. Not only did they offer him (a)/ good salary but provided (b)/ him with a
beautiful bungalow. (c)/ No error (d)
Answer - B
Solution - Add “also” after “but”.
Directions: In the following question, the sentence given with blank to be filled in
with an appropriate word. Select the correct alternative out of the four and indicate
it by selecting the appropriate option.
3. His father ______ him up in a construction business.
a) Built
b) Hold
c) Keep
d) Set
Answer - D
Solution - Set up - the way in which something is structured, organised, planned.
4. I have ______ respect of his achievement.

a) Abundant
b) Profound
c) Strong
d) Unique
Answer - B
Solution - profound - very great or intense.
Directions: In the following question, out of the four alternatives select the word
similar in meaning to the word given.
5. Boast
a) Avoid
b) Change
c) Rely
d) Pride
Answer - D
Solution - Boast - talk with excessive pride.
6. Haste
a) Burden
b) Expect
c) Hurry
d) Sight
Answer - C
Solution - Haste - speed, hurry.
Directions: In the following question, out of the four alternatives, select the word
opposite in meaning to the word given.
7. Refulgent

a) Dark
b) Loud
c) Rough
d) Sweet
Answer - A
Solution - Refulgent - shining very brightly.
“Dark” will be the opposite word.
8. Skeptic
a) Believer
b) Erroneous
c) Nervous
d) Nihilist
Answer - A
Solution - Skeptic - a

person inclined to question or doubt accepted opinions, non

believer.
“Believer” will be the opposite.
Directions: In the following question, out of the four alternatives, select the
alternative which best expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase.
9. Herculean task
a) Important task
b) Motivating
c) Optional to do
d) Very difficult task
Answer - D
Solution - Herculean task - extremely difficult.

10. On tenterhooks
a) Flattery
b) In a disorganized manner
c) In anxious suspense
d) Speak quickly
Answer - C
Solution - On tenterhooks - in a state of suspense or agitation.
Directions: Improve the bracketed part of the sentence.
11. Neha (would be looked) beautiful in Indian attire.
a) Had looking
b) Was looked
c) Would look
d) No Improvement
Answer - C
Solution - Sentence must be in the active voice, so “would + V1” will be used.
12. (People have been long known) how important trees are to them.
a) People have to know long
b) People had long known
c) People have long known
d) No improvement
Answer - C
Solution - the sentence must be in Active voice “people have long known ”
Directions: In the following question, out of the four alternatives, select the
alternative which is the best substitute of the phrase.
13. An associate in crime

a) Accomplice
b) Callous
c) Itinerant
d) Philistine
Answer - A
Solution - Accomplice - a person who helps another commit a crime.
14. Man behaving more like a woman than as a man
a) Biped
b) Effeminate
c) Parvenu
d) Scullery
Answer - B
Solution - Effeminate - having characteristics regarded as typical of a

woman; unmanly.
Directions: In the following question, four words are given out of which one word
is incorrectly spelt. Find the incorrectly spelt word.
15.
a) Ecstasy
b) Profecient
c) Sacrifice
d) Temporary
Answer - B
Solution - the correct spelling of “Profecient” is “Proficient”
Directions: In the following questions, the sentence given with blank to be filled in
with an appropriate word. Select the correct alternative out of the four and indicate
it by selecting the appropriate option.

Management is a set of ______ that can keep a complicated system of people and
technology running ______ . The most ________ aspects of management include
planning, budgeting, organizing, staffing, controlling and problem solving.
Leadership is a set of process that creates organization in the first place or adapts,
them to ______ changing circumstances. Leadership defines what the future should
look like, align people with that ______ and inspires them to make it happen
despite the obstacles.
16. Management is a set of ______ that can keep a complicated system.
a) Instructions
b) Resources
c) Processes
d) Proposals
Answer - B
17. Of people and technology running _____
a) Fastly
b) Reliably
c) Smoothly
d) Sharply
Answer - C
18. The most ______ aspects of management include planning budgeting,
organizing, staffing, controlling and problem solving.
a) Dangerous
b) Difficult
c) Important
d) Terrible
Answer - C
19. That creates organization in the first place or adapts, them to _____changing
circumstances.

a) Normally
b) Run
c) Show
d) Significantly
Answer - D
20. Leadership defines what the future should look like, aligns people with that
______ and inspires them to make it happen despite the obstacles.
a) Look
b) Role
c) Source
d) Vision
Answer - D

